Aklys Defense - Aklys Defense LLC
9683 Mammoth Ave.
Baton Rouge, LA 70814

Phone: 225.448.3167 - Email: jmeaux@aklysdefense.com

ZK-22 Bullpup Stock Kit
Product Code: ZK22KIT
Availability: In Stock

Price: $319.00

Short Description
The Aklys Defense ZK-22 drop-in Ruger 10/22 stock kit will accept any standard Ruger
10/22 barreled receiver (DOES NOT FIT TAKEDOWN) with the standard carbine or
.920" bull barrel ,18.5" or longer. This turns your tired Ruger carbine into a lightweight
zombie killing machine and the coolest .22 rifle on the block or range.
Features:
-Engineered, designed, built and assembled in the USA!
-Easy install. No gunsmith needed. Install at home.
-Accepts 18.5" inch or longer Ruger or aftermarket barrels up .920 in diameter. The stock
comes with adapters that will let you use standard or heavy barrels.
-Accepts most full capacity magazines including the MWG 50 round coffin magazine and
the Ruger BX-25!!!!!
-Provides rail mount system for mounting optics or other accessories.
-Ambidextrous charging handle, Sling point mounts, safety and mag release.
-Integral trigger safety.

-Adjustable trigger interface to tune to your preference of triggers.
-Shell deflector included allowing for full ambidextrous use.
NO FFL NEEDED! SHIPS RIGHT TO YOUR HOME! Made for RUGER 10/22 22LR
models only. Not available for any other brand/type/caliber of firearm, YET! Patent
Pending.
**This stock requires an 18.5" inch or longer barrel length Ruger 10/22 in order to
not violate NFA overall length requirements.**
See the ZK-22 in action here with 22Plinkster! https://youtu.be/aNN8IiMJ714
FIREARM, OPTIC AND SUPPRESSOR NOT INCLUDED UNLESS YOU SPECIFY
IN YOUR ORDER!!
***WE DO NOT EXPORT THE ZK-22 STOCK***
ZK-22 Bolt hold lever Retrofit option addition allows you to engage and release the
factory bolt hold. Also works with aftermarket auto bolt releases.

Description
The Aklys Defense ZK-22 drop-in stock kit will accept any standard Ruger 10/22
receiver with the standard carbine or .920" bull barrel ,18.5" or longer. This turns your
tired Ruger carbine into a lightweight zombie killing machine and the coolest .22 rifle on
the block or range.
Features:
-Engineered, designed, built and assembled in the USA!
-Easy install. No gunsmith needed. Install at home.
-Accepts 18.5" inch or longer Ruger or aftermarket barrels up .920 in diameter. The stock
comes with adapters that will let you use standard or heavy barrels.
-Accepts most full capacity magazines including the MWG 50 round coffin magazine and
the Ruger BX-25!!!!!
-Provides rail mount system for mounting optics or other accessories.

-Ambidextrous charging handle, Sling point mounts, safety and mag release.
-Integral trigger safety.
-Adjustable trigger interface to tune to your preference of triggers.
-Shell deflector included allowing for full ambidextrous use.
NO FFL NEEDED! SHIPS RIGHT TO YOUR HOME! Made for RUGER 10/22 22LR
models only. Not available for any other brand/type/caliber of firearm, YET! Patent
Pending.
**This stock requires an 18.5" inch or longer barrel length Ruger 10/22 in order to
not violate NFA overall length requirements.**
See the ZK-22 in action here with 22Plinkster! https://youtu.be/aNN8IiMJ714
FIREARM, OPTIC AND SUPPRESSOR NOT INCLUDED UNLESS YOU SPECIFY
IN YOUR ORDER!!
***WE DO NOT EXPORT THE ZK-22 STOCK***
ZK-22 Bolt hold lever Retrofit option addition allows you to engage and release the
factory bolt hold. Also works with aftermarket auto bolt releases.
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